
The DNM Plug Fitting Service

In this section the quantity entered in the box is equal to the number of stereo lengths
of DNM cable that are to be fitted with plugs.

Fitting a full set of plugs to one stereo length of DNM cable costs £12 + VAT.
To orderone stereo cable to be made enter “1” in the quantity box. 
If several cables are ordered at the same time, enter in the quantity box the number of
cables to be made. You may wish to send an email to sales@dnm.co.uk to explain
the required cable lengths and their applications so we can set the correct cable
direction.

Fitting a full set of plugs to two stereo lengths of DNM cable costs £24.
To order two stereo cables to be made enter “2” in the quantity box. 
If several cables are ordered at the same time, enter in the quantity box the number of
cables to be made. You may wish to send an email to sales@dnm.co.uk to explain
the required cable lengths and their applications so we can set the correct cable
direction.

Plug fitting service, Interconnect example
Enter “1” in the quantity box to have phono/RCA plugs fitted onto one length of DNM stereo 
interconnect cable, to make one stereo interconnect cable.

Plug fitting service, Balanced interconnect example
Enter “2” in the quantity box to have XLR plugs fitted onto two lengths of DNM stereo interconnect 
cable, to make one stereo balanced interconnect set. NB. Two lengths of DNM stereo interconnect are
used for each channel of a balanced cable.

Plug fitting service, Speaker cable example
Enter “1” in the quantity box to have speaker plugs fitted onto one length of stereo speaker cable, to 
make one stereo speaker cable.

Plug fitting service, Bi-wired speaker cable example
Enter “2” in the quantity box to have speaker plugs fitted onto two lengths of stereo speaker cable, to 
make one bi-wired stereo speaker cable set. NB. One stereo length of DNM Stereo Speaker cable is
needed for each bi-wired channel.

Please note that when using the DNM plug fitting service you will also need to
order :-

1) the number of half metres of DNM Stereo Interconnect cable needed.

2) the number of pairs of plugs needed to make the cable. See the Plugs section
for a datasheet covering this

If you are unsure about how to place the order, or if an unusual aspect of the order
needs to be explained, please send an email to this address sales@dnm.co.uk or
phone us on 01480 457989


